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Abstract 
A module is serial if it is a direct sum of uniserial modules. In this paper we consider the 
following problem: Is every direct summand of a serial module serial? Positive results in several 
special cases are obtained. In particular, we show that every direct summand of a finite direct 
sum of copies of a uniserial module U is again a direct sum of copies of U. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16D70; 16D99 
1. Introduction 
One of the basic problems concerning direct sum decompositions of modules is 
the following: Let A4 = eiCI Mi be a direct sum of modules each satisfying a certain 
property (P), is then any direct summand of A4 also a direct sum of modules satisfying 
(P)? Perhaps the most well-known theorem of this type is Kaplansky’s Theorem [lo], 
which asserts that if M is a direct sum of countably generated modules then any 
direct summand of M is also a direct sum of countably generated modules. Similar 
problems concerning direct summands of direct sums of indecomposable modules occur 
in a natural way, and many of them still remain open. In particular, it appears to 
be unknown whether the direct summands of a direct sum of modules with local 
endomorphism rings are direct sums of modules with local endomorphism rings. 
Recall that a module M is called unixrid if its submodules are linearly ordered 
by inclusion, and is serial if it is a direct sum of uniserial modules. While there is 
a well-developed theory of serial rings, i.e., rings R for which both RR and RR are 
serial, relatively little is known about the behaviour of direct sum decompositions of 
serial modules, in general. The uniqueness problem for decompositions of a module 
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into a finite number of uniserial summands, posed by Warfield [15], has been settled 
recently in a satisfactory way in [5]: Krull-Schmidt fails, but a weak Krull-Schmidt 
theorem still holds for a finite direct sum of uniserial modules (see [4] for the infi- 
nite direct sum case). The crucial fact observed in [5], that the endomorphism ring 
of an arbitrary uniserial module has at most two maximal right ideals, suggests that 
there could be some similarities, in a sense, between direct sum decompositions of 
serial modules and direct sum decompositions of modules with local endomorphism 
rings. 
In this paper we consider the following problem: If M is a serial module over an 
arbitrary ring R, are direct summands of A4 also serial? Equivalently, if A4 is a serial 
module over an arbitrary ring R, does any direct sum decomposition of M refine to a 
decomposition into uniserial direct summands? Though the problem is natural enough, 
it does not seem to have been treated in the literature so far. In this paper we present 
positive results in several special cases. In particular, we show that any direct summand 
of a finite direct sum of copies of a uniserial module U is also a direct sum of uniserial 
modules each isomorphic to U. 
Throughout this paper we consider associative rings R with identity, and all modules 
are unitary right modules. For each R-module MR the Jacobson radical of MR will be 
denoted by Rad(MR), and the Jacobson radical of the ring R will be denoted by J(R). 
For a module A4 and an index set I, M (I) is the direct sum of 111 copies of M. 
2. Arbitrary direct sums of uniserials 
A module U is small if for any direct sum M = $A‘E,,i MA with projections rc~ and 
a homomorphism f : U -+A4 we have rc1 of = 0 for all but a finite number of indices 
A (see [8] or [13]). The module U is called a-small if it is a countable ascending 
union of small submodules [13]. 
Lemma 2.1. Every uniserial module over any ring is o-small. 
Proof. By Fuchs-Salce [8, Lemma 241 (cf. [4, Lemma 4.2]), every uncountably gen- 
erated uniserial module is small. The result follows immediately. 0 
As observed by Warfield [13, p. 2731, Kaplansky’s proof of [lo, Theorem I] shows 
that any direct summand of a direct sum of a-small modules is also a direct sum of 
o-small modules. This fact and Lemma 2.1 imply that any direct summand of a serial 
module is a direct sum of a-small modules. Therefore, our problem can be reduced to 
the problem of studying direct summands of a direct sum of countably many uniserial 
modules. 
Following Crawley and Jonsson [3], a module A4 is said to have the exchange 
property if whenever M is a direct summand of a direct sum A = eier Ai, there 
are submodules Bi of Ai such that A =A4 @ <@;,I Bi). It is well known that any 
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quasi-injective module has the exchange property [7], in particular, any semisimple 
module has the exchange property. 
Proposition 2.2. Let M = eiEl Ui be a direct sum of uniserial modules with local 
endomorphism rings. Then any direct summand of M is also a direct sum of uniserial 
modules, each isomorphic to one of the Ui. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 the modules Ui are o-small. Since they have local endo- 
morphism rings, they have the exchange property [14, Proposition 11. By Warfield 
[ 13, Theorem 71, if A is a direct sum of o-small submodules having the exchange 
property, then any two direct sum decompositions of A have isomorphic refinements. 
In particular, every direct summand of M = eiE, Ui is a direct sum of uniserial mod- 
ules each isomorphic to some Ui. 0 
Note that if the base ring R is either commutative or right noetherian, then every 
uniserial right R-module has a local endomorphism ring [5, Example 2.31, so that every 
direct summand of a serial right R-module is serial by Proposition 2.2. 
Let U, be a module with local endomorphism ring, and suppose that U is a di- 
rect summand of M=P$Q. Let zp:M-+P, ~cQ:M-+Q and nu:M-+U denote 
the canonical projections relative to the decomposition M = P @ Q and a decompo- 
sition M = U @ C. Then 1 u = rcu (prcp]~ + rcu lerce(u. Since End( U,) is local, either 
no lpnplu or 7~11 lQnnp)r~ is an automorphism of UR. Therefore, U is isomorphic to a di- 
rect summand of either P or Q. Now, we prove the key lemma of this paper, which 
shows a similar (but somewhat weaker) result for indecomposable modules whose 
endomorphism rings have at most two maximal right ideals. 
Lemma 2.3. Let R be an arbitrary ring and U an indecomposable right R-module 
whose endomorphism ring has at most two maximal right ideals. Suppose that M = 
U 6~ C = P @ P for arbitrary modules M, C and P. Then U is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of P. 
Proof. Set S = End( UR). If S is local, the result is proved in the remark above. Suppose 
that S has exactly two maximal right ideals K1 and K2. First we show that K, and 
K2 are two-sided ideals of S. Note that S is a semilocal ring, so every right unit of S 
is a unit of S (see e.g. [ll, Proposition 20.81). Then K1 U K2 is precisely the set of 
non-units of S. Therefore, if K is any proper left ideal of S, we have K C_ K1 U K2. 
If there are elements x E K\Kl and y E K\Kz, then x + y @ K1 and x + y 4 K2. so 
x + y 6 KI U Kz, which is a contradiction because x + y E K. Hence, either K 5 KI or 
K C. K2. Now for any element x E KI, consider the left ideal Sx. If x E KI n K2 = J(S), 
obviously Sx C J(S) 2 KI . If x E KI \K2, then by the observation above either Sx C Ki 
or Sx C K2. The latter cannot happen because x $! K2. Therefore, in any case, Sx C KI, 
i.e. K1 is a two-sided ideal, Similarly, K2 is a two-sided ideal. Since J(S) = K1 n K2, 
there is an injective canonical ring homomorphism S/J(S) -+ S/K1 x S/Kz. This ring 
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homomorphism is onto by the Chinese Remainder Theorem because K1 + KZ = E. 
Thus, S/J(S) is the direct product of two division rings. 
Set E = End(A4R). There is an equivalence add(MR) --) proj-E of the category add@&) 
of all the R-modules isomorphic to direct summands of finite direct sums of copies 
of MR into the category proj-E of all finitely generated projective right E-modules 
(the equivalence is given by NR H Horn@&, NR) for every N E add@&)). Note that 
A4, P, U, C are objects of add(A4R). If we apply this equivalence to the direct sum de- 
composition M = P @ P = U $ C, we see that Hom(MR, U) is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of EE. More precisely, let e E E be the idempotent endomorphism of n/r, 
such that eMR = U. Then Hom(MR, U) 2 eE. It follows that (see e.g. [16, 22.21) 
S/J(S) = End(UR)/J(End( UR)) ” End(eE)/J(End(eE)) 
2 eEe/J(eEe) ” End(eE/eJ(E)). 
Note that eE is projective, so eE/eJ(E) is a quasi-projective module (see e.g. [16, 
18.21). Since the endomorphism ring of eE/eJ(E) is the direct product of two divi- 
sion rings, eE/eJ(E) =L, @Lz is the direct sum of two modules Li and L2 whose 
endomorphism rings are division rings and Hom(Li,Lz) =Hom(Lz,Li) = 0. But the 
modules Li (i = 1,2) are finitely generated and quasi-projective, so that they are local 
modules, i.e., they contain a unique maximal submodule (cf. [9, Corollary 4(2)]). Now, 
Rad(Li ) = Rad(L2) = 0, hence, Li and L2 are simple modules. Moreover, Horn&i, Lz) 
= 0 implies that L1 and L2 are not isomorphic. 
Since A4 = P @P, the module EE = Bnd(MR ) is the direct sum of two right ide- 
als Di, 02 of E both isomorphic to HOIll(hfR, PR). Set Di = Di/DiJ(E) for i = 1,2, SO 
that E=E/J(E)=L?l @iD2 and Di ZD2. Since .??ZeE/e.J(E)@(l - e)E/(l - e)J(E), 
L, $ L2 is a direct summand of Di @ 02. By the exchange property of LI @ Lz, there 
are decompositions Di = @, @ Dr and D2 = 6? $ @ such that L? = L1 @ L2 @D{ @ bi. 
It follows that Li $ L2 Idol,, @ @. If @=O, we have Li$L2Z&‘. If Bi=O, 
we have LI @ L2 ?Z Dj:‘. In both cases, L1 G? L2 is isomorphic to a direct summand 
of Di Z&. Suppose that Dy and @ are both non-zero. Since Ll and L2 are sim- 
ple, by symmetry we can suppose that L1 ZL?y and L2 EL?:. But L& g&, hence L2 is 
isomorphic to a direct summand T2 of L& = D{ @ @. Since T2 is simple, it has the ex- 
change property, so that there is a direct decomposition 0; = ?, $ I$[ such that either 
d, = Tz @ c’, or di = T2 $ c’, @B,‘_ If the first equality holds, we have T2 N c’,’ @ @, 
and since T2 and 0:’ are simple and not isomorphic, we obtain a contradiction. If the 
second equality holds, it follows that T2 Z c’,‘, so that Ll @ L2 is isomorphic to the 
direct summand 0’; @ c{ of 0,. 
Hence, in any case, eE/eJ(E) is isomorphic to a direct summand of D,/DlJ(E). 
In particular, eE/eJ(E) is a homomorphic image of Dl. Since eE is a projective cover 
of eE/eJ(E) and D1 is projective, by the uniqueness of projective covers (see e.g. 
[I, Lemma 17.17]), eE is isomorphic to a direct summand of Dl. In view of the 
equivalence above, this proves that I/ is isomorphic to a direct summand of P. 0 
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As a consequence, we obtain the following proposition, which is crucial for proving 
most of the results in this paper. 
Proposition 2.4. Lel U be a uniserial module over any ring R. Suppose that U is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of P $ P for some R-module P. Then U is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of P. 
Proof. By [5, Theorem 1.21 the endomorphism ring of any uniserial module U either 
is local or has exactly two maximal right ideals I and K, where I = { f E End(U) ) f is 
not manic} and K = { y E End(U) / g is not epic}. Now the result follows from 
Lemma 2.3. 0 
Recall that a module h4 is uniform in case any two non-zero submodules of M have 
non-zero intersection. The next lemma is well known, but we include a short proof 
for the reader’s convenience. In particular, from the lemma it will follow that every 
uniform submodule of a serial module is uniserial. 
Lemma 2.5. Let M = eiE, Mi be a direct sum of ungorm modules and q : M -+Mi 
be the canonical projections. If C is a unifarm submodule of M, then there is an 
index k E I such that the restriction zk 1~ : C + Mk is u monomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the family T of all the subsets J c I with the property that ( eiEJ M, ) 
n C = 0. The family T is non-empty and partially ordered by inclusion. By Zorn’s 
Lemma, there is a maximal element JO E T. If (C @ (eiEJO Mi)) nMk = 0 for some 
k EI, this would imply that C n ((eiEJo Mi)@Mk) = 0, a contradiction to the maxi- 
mality of JO. Hence, (C @ (BicJO Mi)) nMk # 0 for all k EI. Since Mk is uniform for 
all kEI, the module C@(@iE-JOMi) . IS essential in M. From this we deduce easily 
that Jo=I\{k} f or some index k E 1. Then the restriction 7Ck 1~ :C + Mk of the natural 
projection nk must be a monomorphism. 0 
We are now interested in the following question, which is a weakened form of the 
initial problem: If M = eiEI Ui is a direct sum of uniserial modules, does every non- 
zero direct summand of M contain a non-zero uniserial direct summand? Our next 
result sheds some light on this question in the special case in which all the U; are 
isomorphic to each other. 
Proposition 2.6. Let U be a uniserial module and I be an arbitrary non-empty index 
set. Suppose that U (‘) = A @B. Then either A or 3 must contain a direct summand 
isomorphic to U. 
Proof. The statement is trivial if A or B are zero, so that we may assume A # 0 and 
B # 0. Write M = eiE, Ui, where Ui %’ U for all i E I. Let TCi :M + Ui, nA :M + A 
and TCB : M 3 B denote the natural projections corresponding to the decompositions 
M= $iE-Ui andM=A@B. FixanindexiEZ. Wehave 1~~=71iI~n~I~,+~~l~n~(~,,so 
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that either ni lurch 1 r/, or rti(BrtBIU, is an epimorphism by [5, Lemma 1,4(b)]. By symmetry 
we may suppose that XilArtA ]u, is an epimorphism. If rti/ArtA ]u, is an automorphism 
of Ui, then A contains a direct summand isomorphic to Ui 2 U, and we are done. 
Hence, we may suppose that rti]ArtA 1 U, is not a monomorphism. 
We claim that there is an index j EZ such that the restriction rtA[y : L$ +A is 
a monomorphism. This is equivalent to claiming that there is an index j EZ such 
that Uj nB=O. Suppose that such a j does not exist, i.e. Z,$ n B#O for all j EZ. 
Then it would follow that B is essential in M, hence B =A4 and A = 0, a contra- 
diction. This proves the claim. Note that C = rr~(Z_,$) is uniform (in fact uniserial), 
hence by Lemma 2.5 there is an index k E Z such that the restriction nk]~ : C + Uk is 
a monomorphism. Since Ui ” Uj ” Uk % U, there are two homomorphisms f : Ui + A 
and g : A + Ui such that the composite map gf is a monomorphism. If gf is an iso- 
morphism, A contains a direct summand isomorphic to U, and we are done. Therefore, 
we may assume that gf is not an epimorphism. 
Since Q is a uniserial module, the mapping rtilArtA (u, +gf is an automorphism of Vi 
[5, Lemma 1.4(a)]. Hence, the composite mapping of 
(TcAI~, f ):Ui-+A@A and :A@A+ U, 
is an automorphism of Ui, so that Ui is isomorphic to a direct summand of A 83 A. By 
Corollary 2.4, this implies that A contains a direct summand isomorphic to Ui. 0 
When the index set Z is finite, Proposition 2.6 yields the answer to our question. 
Theorem 2.7. Let U be a uniserial module over an arbitrary ring and n be a natural 
number. Then any direct summand of U” is isomorphic to Urn for some m 5 n. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. If n = 1, the result holds trivially. Sup- 
pose that the result holds for all k <n, and let U” = A @ B, where A and B are non-zero 
direct summands of U”. By Proposition 2.6, either A or B must contain a direct sum- 
mand isomorphic to U, say A g U 62 A’. By the cancellation property of uniserial mod- 
ules [5, Corollary 1.31, we get ZJ”-’ “A’$ B. By the inductive hypothesis, A’S! U’ 
and BgUUm for suitable r,m<n- 1. Then A?U’+‘. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let R be an arbitrary ring, UR a uniserial module and E = End( UR) its 
endomorphism ring. Then every finitely generated projective right E-module is free. 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.7 and the equivalence 
between the category add(MR) of all the R-modules isomorphic to direct summands 
of finite direct sums of copies of MR and the category proj-E of all finitely generated 
projective right E-modules. Cl 
In view of Corollary 2.8, it would be interesting to know whether all projective 
(right) modules over the endomorphism ring of a uniserial module UR must be free. 
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Also, we do not know whether in Proposition 2.6, both A and B must contain a direct 
summand isomorphic to U. 
Following Bass [2], a right R-module M is called untformly N-big, where N is 
an infinite cardinal number, provided M can be generated by N elements and M/MI 
requires N generators for all proper two-sided ideals I of R. 
Proposition 2.9. Let U be a uniserial right R-module and A a direct summand of 
a direct sum of copies of U. Then A =A, @AZ, where A1 is a direct sum of copies 
of U and A2 has no maximal submodules. 
Proof. Suppose that U is not cyclic, and U (I) =A@B, where I is an index set. 
Since U is uniserial and not cyclic, we have U = Rad(U), hence U(I) = Rad(U(‘)) = 
Rad(A) @ Rad(B) (see e.g. [ 1, Proposition 9.191). It follows that A @ B = Rad(A) G? 
Rad(B), hence A = Rad(A), i.e. A does not contain maximal submodules. 
Hence, from now on, we may assume that U is a cyclic uniserial module. Set 
E = End( r/R). There is an equivalence H : Add( UR) -+ Proj-E of the category Add( UR) 
of all the R-modules isomorphic to direct summands of direct sums of copies of UR into 
the category Proj-E of all projective right E-modules (the equivalence is given by NR H 
Hom( UR, NR) for every N E Add( UR); see [l, Lemma 29.41). Since H(A) E Proj-E, 
H(A) is a direct sum of countably generated projective right E-modules by Kaplansky’s 
theorem [lo]. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may suppose that A is a direct 
summand of UCNo). If A is finitely generated, then A is a direct summand of U” for 
some integer n 2 1, so A 2 U” for some m 2 1 by Theorem 2.7. Therefore, we assume 
that P = H(A) is a countably generated projective right E-module that is not finitely 
generated. By [5, Theorem 1.21 the ring E has at most two maximal right ideals. If E 
is a local ring, the result follows by Proposition 2.2. Hence, we may assume that E has 
exactly two maximal right ideals I and K, where I = { f E End(U) ( f is not manic} 
and K={gEEnd(U)]g is not epic}. Denote by J the Jacobson radical of E, and 
consider the vector space P/PI over E/I and the vector space P/PK over E/K. If both 
of them are infinite-dimensional vector spaces, then for every two-sided ideal L of R, 
L is contained either in I or in K, so that P/PL is not finitely generated. Hence, P 
is uniformly No-big as a right E-module, which implies by Bass [2, Theorem 3.11 
(cf. also Rowen [12, Theorem 5.1.671) that P is a free E-module. In this case A is 
a direct sum of copies of U, and we are done. 
Therefore, it suffices to consider the case in which one of the two dimensions 
nl =dim~,r(P/PZ) and n2 =dim&PIPK) is finite. Set n = min{ni,nz}. On the one 
hand, we have 
P/PJ g P/PI @ P/PK 2 (E/I)“’ @ (EIK)“2. 
On the other hand, E”/E”J S! (E/Z)” 63 (E/K)“, so there is an epimorphism f : PIPJ --t 
E”/E”J, which implies that E”/E”J is an epimotphic image of P. But n is finite, so 
E” is a projective cover of E”/E”J. Hence, by the uniqueness of projective covers 
(e.g. [l, Lemma 17.17]), E” is isomorphic to a direct summand of P, so P g E” @ Q 
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for some direct summand Q of P. Thus, A has a decomposition A =A1 @AZ, where 
Ai 2 U” and H(A2) = Q. Since n = min{nt , NZ}, it follows that either dimEi Q/QZ = 0 
or dimElK Q/QK = 0, i.e. either Q = QI or Q = QK. 
Suppose that Q = QK. Since Q = Hom( UR, AZ), for every homomorphism f : U --) A2 
there is a finite number of homomorphisms fi, .. , fn : U --f A2 and gl,. . . ,gn E K such 
that f-C:=, Jlgi. Every gi: U --f U is not surjective, so that gi( U) C: Rad( U). Then 
hgi(U) C j(Rad(U)) C Rad(A;!), which implies that f(U) C Rad(A2). But A2 is a di- 
rect summand of UCNo), hence U generates AZ, so A2 = xj.EHom(U,Az, f(U) C Rad(A2). 
Therefore, A2 = Rad(Az), so that A2 has no maximal submodules. 
Finally, suppose that Q = Q1. Then for every homomorphism f : U + A2 there is 
a finite number of homomorphisms f,, .. . , fn : U -+ A2 and gi,. . . ,gn E I such that f = 
C:=, hgi. Since every gi E 1, that is, gi : U ---$ U is not injective, and U is uniserial, 
it follows that f is not injective. Let rt : UCNa) + A2 be the splitting canonical pro- 
jection and si : Ui + UCNU) be the canonical injections. Then eiENo ker(rtsi) C ker(rr), 
and each ker(nei) is non-zero, which implies that ker(rc) is essential in UcNa). But 
ker(rt) n A2 = 0, therefore A2 = 0, and so A = Al E U”. 0 
Note that if M = eiE, A4i is a direct sum of modules Mi with local endomorphism 
rings, then by Azumaya’s theorem (e.g. [l, Theorem 12.61) every non-zero direct 
summand of A4 contains an indecomposable direct summand isomorphic to some Mi. 
In view of this fact, our next corollary may be considered as a partial generalization 
of Proposition 2.2 (in the case Ui g Uj for all i, j E I). It is interesting to remark that 
the two proofs are quite different. 
Corollary 2.10. Let U be a cyclic uniserial module and I an arbitrary index set. 
Suppose that every non-zero direct summand of UC” contains a direct summand 
isomorphic to U. Then every direct summand of U(I) is a direct sum of copies of U. 
Proof. Let A be a direct summand of UC’). By Proposition 2.9 we have A =A, @AZ, 
where Al is a direct sum of copies of U, and A2 has no maximal submodules. Then 
every direct summand of A2 has no maximal submodules. If A2 # 0, by hypothesis A2 
contains a direct summand isomorphic to U. Since U is cyclic, U contains a maximal 
submodule. Thus, we get a contradiction, which shows that A2 = 0. Hence, A =A, is 
a direct sum of copies of U. 0 
We conclude this section with a remark about the so-called “Nth root uniqueness” 
for uniserial modules. It was shown in [6] that modules with semilocal endomorphism 
rings satisfy the nth root uniqueness property, i.e. if A4 and N are modules with 
End(M) and End(N) semilocal and n is a positive integer, then M” ZN” implies 
MrN. It is natural to ask if a similar “Nth root uniqueness” holds for modules with 
semilocal endomorphism rings. where N is an arbitrary cardinal number. Lawrence 
Levy has recently communicated to us an example (unpublished) showing that there 
exist indecomposable modules A4 and N with End(M) and End(N) semilocal such that 
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McNo) 2 NtNo), but A4 is not isomorphic to N. However if one of M or N is cyclic 
uniserial, we do have “Nth root uniqueness” for an arbitrary cardinal number N # 0. 
Proposition 2.11. Let U be a cyclic uniserial module und N an indecomposable 
module, and suppose that U cN) 2 NCN’ for some cardinal number N # 0. Then U EN. 
Proof. Since U is cyclic and U (‘) Z NcN), U is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
a finite direct sum N” of copies of N. Let m be an integer with n < 2”, so that U is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of N 2m. Now apply Proposition 2.4 m times. It follows 
that USN. 0 
3. Finite direct sums of uniserials 
In this section we concentrate on finite direct sums of uniserial modules. 
Proposition 3.1. Let UI,. . . , U,, be uniserial modules, and suppose that M = U1 @. . 
cg U,, 2 P @ P for some module P. Then P is serial. 
Proof. Induction on n > 0. The cases n 5 2 are trivial (for n = 2 recall that every 
uniform submodule of the serial module M is uniserial by Lemma 2.5). 
Suppose that M = U, $ . . . @ U,, g P @ P with n 2 3. By Proposition 2.4 the uni- 
serial module r/, is isomorphic to a direct summand of P, P N U1 BP’ say. Then 
u, @ . . ’ ~U,%UI@UI@P’@P’, so that &ED.. @ U,, GZ’ Ul @ P' @P’ by cancella- 
tion [5, Corollary 1.31. By [5, Proposition I.51 there are two distinct indices 
i,j=2,3 , . . . , n such that Ul is isomorphic to a direct summand of Ui @ Uj. For sim- 
plicity of notation suppose i = 2 and j = 3, so that U2 $ Us E U, & W for a suit- 
able uniserial module W. Then Ul@ W 63 U4 @. . . $ U,, E U1 @P’ @P’ implies that 
w @ u, @. . . @ U, g P’ @P’. By the inductive hypothesis P’, hence P also, are serial 
modules. 0 
We observe a technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a module with two decompositions M = U1 $ . . CB U,, = A 4, B, 
where U,, . . . , U, are uniserial modules and A # 0. Let xi : M + Ui, i = 1,. . . , n, and 
7~~4 : M + A denote the canonical projections corresponding to these decompositions. 
Then there are two indices k, t = 1 , . . . , n such that the composite map q )AXA ),-J~ : 7Jk + 
A -+ U, is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Clearly A C @F!, q(A). Suppose n;(A) # Ui for all i= 1,. . .,n. Then q(A) 
is superfluous in U,, hence superfluous in M. It follows that @y=, X(A) is super- 
fluous in M, so A also is superfluous in M. But this is a contradiction because 
M =A 3 B. This shows that there is an index t = 1,. . . ,n such that q(A) = U,, i.e. 
U,=7clA(A)=Cyzl ztlAnA(Ui). But U, is uniserial, so there is an index k= I,...,n 
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such that ?_J, = ?tt/~n~( uk). This shows that the composite map of EA 1~ : uk + A and 
rct]A :A + U, iS an epimorphism. 0 
Following [5], two modules A and B are said to belong to the same monogeny class, 
written [A],,, = [B],, if there are a monomorphism f :A+ B and a monomorphism 
g: B -+A. Similarly, A and B are in the same epigeny class, written [Ale = [B],, if 
there are an epimorphism h : A + B and an epimorphism C : B 4 A. 
Theorem 3.3. Let Ul, . . . , U,, be uniserial modules. Suppose that for any pair Ui and 
q there exists a uniserial module W such that [Ui]m = [WI, and [Uj]e = [WI,. Then 
any direct summand of UI $ . .@ U,, is serial. 
Proof. Assume that M = U, $. . . $ U, = A $ B with A and B non-zero. Let rCi : M + Ui, 
zA : M -+ A and Kg : Al-+ B denote the canonical projections corresponding to the de- 
compositions M = @y=, Ui and M = A CD B, respectively. 
We claim that either A or B has a non-zero uniserial direct summand. In order 
to prove the claim note that 1~ = rci 1~71~ /u, + 711 l~rc~l~,. Hence, either 711 l~.ir~ /u, or 
rcr Ie~Blu, is injective [5, Lemma 1.4(b)]. By symmetry we may suppose, without loss 
of generality, that 7~1 /AXA Iu, is injective. Now, we prove that there is an index k and ho- 
momorphisms CI : uk --+ A and p : A -+ Uk such that the composite map PM is a surjective 
endomorphism of uk. By Lemma 3.2 there are uk and U, such that the composite map 
z~(~~~A(u~ : Uk -+ A + U, is an epimorphism. By hypothesis there is a uniserial module 
V such that [U,],,, = [I’], and [uk]e = [VI,. This implies that there are a monomor- 
phism f:V-U, and an epimorphism g:V-+Uk. Then h=ntjA71A/Ukg:V+Ut iS an 
epimorphism. Since V and U, are uniserial, it follows from [5, Lemma 1.4(a)] that ei- 
ther f or h or f + h is an isomorphism. In all the three cases we get that V” U,, hence 
[uk]e = [Utle. Let P : U, + Uk be an epimorphism. Then the maps a = nA l(ik : uk + A 
and /?=&x,(A :A + Uk have the property that the composite map DC! is a surjective 
endomorphism of uk. 
By hypothesis there is a uniserial module W such that [UL]~ = [WI, and [u,]e 
=[W],. Since ~c~AxAIQ :Ul -+A + Ul is injective and /?a: uk -+ A + Uk is surjective, 
there are maps fi, g1 E Hom( W, A) and f2, g2 E Hom(A, W) such that the composite map 
fzfi is injective and the composite map g2g1 is surjective. If f2fi is an automorphism 
of W, then A has a direct summand isomorphic to W, and we are done. Similarly, 
if g2gi is an automorphism of W, again A has a direct summand isomorphic to W. 
If neither fzfi nor g2gi are automorphisms, then f2fi + g2g1 is an automorphism 
of W [S, Lemma 1.4(a)], hence, W is isomorphic to a direct summand of A @A. 
By Proposition 2.4 it follows that W is isomorphic to a direct summand of A. This 
proves our claim. 
Now the proof of the theorem is by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. 
If A4 = u, @ . . CB U,, = A @B, either A or B has a non-zero uniserial direct summand 
by the claim. By symmetry, we may assume that A = U @A’, where U is non-zero uni- 
serial. If U is isomorphic to some Ui, say U E l_Jl, then by the cancellation property 
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of uniserial modules [5, Corollary 1.31 we get U, @. . . CB U,, S! A’ $ B, which implies 
by the inductive hypothesis that A’ and B, and hence A and B, are serial. Now, sup- 
pose that U is not isomorphic to any of the Ui, i = 1,. . ,n. By [5, Proposition 1.51, 
there are distinct indices, say 1 and 2 for simplicity, such that U1 $ Uz E U $ U’ 
for some submodule U’. Clearly U’ is not isomorphic to either U1 or U;, and so 
by [5, Proposition 1.71 we have, without loss of generality, that [U’], = [Ul], and 
[U’], = [U&. Since 
by the cancellation property we obtain 
U’CB u3 CB.. .@U,“A’$B. 
Using the fact that [U’], = [Ul], and [U’], = [U&, it is easy to check that the se- 
rial module U’ $ UJ @? . . * $ U, also satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. By the 
inductive hypothesis, this implies that A’ and B, and hence A and B, are serial, which 
completes the induction. 0 
From Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following corollary, which is a generalization of 
Theorem 2.7. 
Corollary 3.4. Let U1, U,, . . . , U,, be uniserial modules. Suppose that either 
(a) [U;],,, = [ Uj], for each pair Ui and Uj, OY 
(b) [Ui]e = [Uj], for each pair Ui and Uj. 
Then any direct summand of U1 CE.. . CEI U,, is a direct sum of uniserial modules 
each isomorphic to some Vi. 
Proof. For each pair Ui and Uj, if [Ui]m = [Uj]m, then setting W = Uj, we get [Ui]m = 
[WI, and [Uj]e = [WI,. Similarly, if [ U;le = [Uj],, then setting W = Ui, we get [Ui]m = 
[WI, and [U,], = [WI,. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that any direct summand of 
M = UI @. . . CB Uv is serial. Now, if U is any uniserial direct summand of M, by 
[5, Proposition 1.71 either U is isomorphic to some Ui, or there are indices i # j such 
that [U], = [ Uilrn and [U], = [ Uj]e. If the hypothesis (a) holds, we have [Ulm = [Ui]m 
= [Uj]m, hence U e Uj by [5, Proposition 1.61. Similarly, if the hypothesis (b) holds, 
We get UgUi. 0 
Let Ul,..., U,, be uniserial modules. Note that, on the one hand, if one of the 
hypotheses (a) and (b) of Corollary 3.4 is satisfied, then the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 
holds for the module Ul CD. . . @I U,,. On the other hand, if Ui @ Uj does not satisfy the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem for each pair i and j, that is, Ui @ Uj = Vim CEI Wij with Vij and 
WV not isomorphic to Ui and Uj, then the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied (cf. 
[5, Proposition 1.71). This motivates our next result which narrows down the class of 
possible counterexamples. 
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Define a uniserial module U to be mono-Krull-Schmidt if for every module V, 
[U], = [VI, implies Us V. Similarly, define a uniserial module U to be epi-Krull- 
Schmidt if for every module V, [U], = [Vie implies U Z V. Thus, a uniserial module 
U is Krull-Schmidt [5, Definition 1. lo] if and only if it is either mono-Krull-Schmidt 
or epi-Krull-Schmidt. 
Proposition 3.5. Let UI, U,, . . . , U,, be mono-Krull-Schmidt uniserial modules. Sup- 
pose that [ lJi]e # [Uj]e for every i, j = 1,2,. , . , n, i # j. Then every direct summand 
of UI @ U2 $ . . . $ U, is serial. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose vl: # 0 for every i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
The proof will be by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. Suppose M = U, $ U, 
@...@Uu,=P@Q. Let Xi:M+Ul, z~zM+P, TCP:M+Q, Ei:Ui+M, EPIP+M, 
EQ : Q -+ M denote the canonical projections and embeddings corresponding to these 
direct sum decompositions of M. 
Assume first that both P and Q have no non-zero uniserial direct summand. We claim 
that, under this hypothesis, for every i = 1,2,. . . , n there exists an epimorphism Ui --) Ui 
for some indexj=1,2 ,..., n,j#i. 
In order to prove the claim, fix i = 1,2,. . . ,n. Say i = 1 for simplicity of notation. 
Then lo, = rri&r = rril~sl = rti(&prc~ + &~np)&i = TCIE~TC~E~ + nl&QzQ&I. If one of these 
two summands is an automorphism of UI, say TCIE~TC~E~ is an automorphism of U,, then 
U1 is isomorphic to a direct summand of P, a contradiction. Hence, neither TCIE~II~E~ 
nor TC~CQ~CQE~ is an automorphism of U 1. Then one of ~~l~pxpnp~1, TC~EQTCQE~ is injec- 
tive and not surjective, and the other is surjective and not injective [5, Lemma 1.4(b)]. 
By symmetry, we may suppose, without loss of generality, that TC~&~TC~E~ is injective 
and not surjective, and rci &QnQcI is surjective and not injective. Consider the idempo- 
tent endomorphism spnp of M = U, @. . . @ U,,. If we write it in matrix form, 
Eprtp = 
I . . . . ad a,2 . . . arm 
I a11 a12 . . . al, a21 a22 . . . aZn 
where aij : Uj + Ui, then 7ClEpTCpE1 = all. Since ~p?cp is idempotent, it follows that 
all =Cy!, aliail. Hence aii(l - all)=Cin_2aliail. AS all =TC~E~X~E~ is injective and 
not surjective, 1 - a11 is surjective. Hence imail =im(aii(l - aii))=im(C~=, 
aiiaii) C C~12(imcrii). Since Ul is uniserial, it follows that there exists j# 1 such 
that im all C imay. Therefore, the monomorphism all : UI -+ U, induces a monomor- 
phism VI -+ imali (it is sufficient to restrict the codomain to imali); and the em- 
bedding imalj --) VI is obviously a monomorphism. Thus [imaiilm = [Ul],. But U1 
is a mono-Krull-Schmidt uniserial module, SO that im aij g VI. Since aij : Uj -+ U, in- 
duces a surjective mapping Uj -+ im aij, it follows that there exists a surjective mapping 
Uj -+ U,. This concludes the proof of the claim. 
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By the claim, if we start from io = 1, we can construct an infinite sequence of 
epimorphisms 
. . . * Ui, 4 Ui, + Vi0 
with it # i,+l for every t 2 0. Since the set { 1,2,. . . , n} is finite, there exist two indices 
t < u such that Ui, = U,. Hence, there is a sequence of epimorphisms 
It follows that [Uiu], = [Ui._,]e =. . . = [Ui,,,], = [Ui,]e. In particular, [Ui,+,& = [Ui,]e and 
it+, # i,. This is a contradiction. The contradiction shows that either P or Q must always 
have a non-zero uniserial direct summand. 
Suppose, for example, that P has a non-zero uniserial direct summand, say P = 
V@ P’. Then V is a direct summand of U1 cB. ~8 U,,, so that V E’ Ui for some i by 
[5, Proposition 1.71. Since cancellation holds, P’ @Q is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of all the modules Ui with i # j. By the inductive hypothesis both P’ and Q are serial 
modules. Therefore. P is serial as well. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Let Ul, U2,. . . , U,, be epi-Krull-Schmidt uniserial modules. Suppose 
that [ Ui]m # [ Uj]m for every i, j = 1,2,. . . , n, i # j. Then every direct summand of LJ, $ 
Uz @ . . . @ U, is serial. 
Proof. Dual to the previous one. 0 
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